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In Quantum Mechanics, we have Schrödinger and 
Heisenberg Pictures (and various interaction 

pictures)

Schrödinger Heisenberg

solution of

Acting with A after time evolution is equivalent 
to acting with what before time evolution?



  

The Heisenberg picture can also be applied to quantum 
computers (quantum circuits)

What does this circuit do? To input states  To a complete set of operators?



  

Quantum computer scientists prefer to think about the 
Heisenberg picture a little differently

Acting with A before U corresponds to acting with AG after U. 



  

“Complete set of operators” = X and Z on every qubit. This 
generates all Pauli strings

Clifford operators (gates): those that transform Pauli strings to Pauli 
strings (not superposition of Pauli strings)



  

As an example, CNOT is the mapping:

=

What does a CNOT do? To input states  To a complete set of operators?

=

=

=



  

We track Pauli X and Z operators to find out that the curcuit 
posed above … is a SWAP



  

All the basic relations needed to track gates

new name

new name



  

What if some inputs are fixed?



  

If some inputs are fixed: use stabilizer formalism. 
Also track stabilizers S

Here:

Rules for CNOT:



  

What if some qubits are measured?



  

If some qubits are measured, update the list of stabilizers

After measurement of Pauli string A:

works because every two Pauli strings 
either commute or anticommute



  

This circuit performs the gate

Old name for S gate



  

Now we can try to prove 



  

Homework: What about this circuit?



  

Summary of Gottesman’s stabilizer formalism

Logical inputs = X and Z operators
Ancillas |0>     = Z stabilizers

Update X, Z, and stabilizers 

Begin:

Unitary gates:

Multiqubit Pauli 
string A 
measurement:

If measurement result random 50%: Update  X, Z, and stabilizers  

If measurement result certain 100%: find which stabilizers make up 
A to obtain the result. = inverting a matrix, cost n^3  



  

What about measurements whose result is not 50% random? 

mapping 3 qubits → 2 qubits, 
acquire 3 bits of information, 
first measurement not 50%
 



  

Aaronson & Gottesman, PRA 2004: “CHP simulator” 
propagates stabilizer states 

Like what we had before, but only stabilizers, no tracking of  

→ find out what a stabilizer circuit does when applied to all |0> input

Decrease cost of numerics for 100% certain measurements, by also 
storing “destabilizer generators”



  

2021, Craig Gidney (Google): STIM, a Faster tableau Clifford 
simulator (also storing inverses)



  

Today, STIM is the tool of choice for Clifford 
simulation (important use case: error correction)



  

One way to simplify circuits using the improved stabilizer 
formalism uses state-channel duality 

Want to check this:

Response from Craig Gidney (Google, Algassert):



  

Stabilizer formalism, summary

Typical quantum computation question: from all |0  inputs, apply ⟩
sequence of gates, what is the measured output statistics?

 → CHP: If all gates Clifford (e.g., CNOT, Hadamard, S phase) 
– simple to simulate, even if highly entangled (CHP algorithm)

Different question: what does a sequence of Clifford gates do as a 
transformation? 

 → Gottesman can be used sometimes
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